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ZINNFIX is a new kind of clea-
ning stone, whereby solder bits
can be cleaned far quicker and
without any effort required at
all. And it produces no aggres-
sive acidic fumes either…

In addition to its cleaning
agents, ZINNFIX is enriched
with tin solder and copper 
additions so that cleaning the
soldering iron is also pre-tin 
coating at the same time.

ZINNFIX is always stowed in a
resealable metal tin, which
prevents the soldering gear
from being pitted or otherwise
contaminated. 

Plus, as ZINNFIX does not 
smoke as much as convention-
al ammonium chloride stone,
it also lasts far longer.

Here’s how it works

All you do is push the hot solde-
ring iron into the ZINNFIX can.
This innovative cleaning sub-
stance melts at the contact
point with the soldering bit
and cleans it – without all 
the effort of rubbing and no 
aggressive acidic smoke either
– completely automatically! 

Close the can and the job’s 
done…

PERKEO

ZINNFIX
Stannous salmiak 
stone in a can

New

Effective cleaning – without nasty acidic fumes

A problem we all know about…
After every soldering job the bit has to be cleaned
with a salmiak stone (ammonium chloride). In the
past, this was the only way to remove metal oxides
that accumulated on the bit when soldering. The hot soldering
iron is pushed firmly into the salmiak
stone and moved to and fro at the 
same time. The salmiak stone made
from ammonia and hydrochloric acid
melts and releases the aggressive
hydrochloric acid to clean the bit 
while producing a lot of smoke.

With Zinnfix it’s all much quicker 
and easier and there’s no nasty acidic
smoke.

The craftsman’s tipThe craftsman’s tip

• Zinnfix cleans and tin-plates in one go 

• No effort required

• No rubbing to and fro

• No acidic fumes

• Neatly packed in a convenient metal can

• Lasts far longer than a regular salmiak stone

PERKEO Distributor:

PERKEO-WERK GMBH+CO.KG  ·  Talweg 5  ·  D-71701 Schwieberdingen
Telefon: +49 (0) 7150-3 50 43-0  ·  Fax: +49 (0) 7150-3 50 43-40

perkeo@perkeo-werk.de  ·   www.perkeo-werk.de



Made in Germany

Highlights from the PERKEO range

PERKEO Unigel soft soldering flux complies 
with DIN-EN 29454.1 3.1.1.A
Unigel is an innovative universal soft soldering flux in gel format for soft 
soldering of all plate rolled blank materials (copper, stainless steel and zinc 
plate, etc.) except for aluminum. Unigel is supplied in a container with a very 
large seat area, which means the solder container will not tip over. Contains
320ml. A brush applicator is incorporated in the lid.

PERKEO Propane decanting station
With this mobile system decanting propane gas from 5 or 11kg cylinders is no
longer a hassle and juggling act – because now it’s a breeze. Simply place the
large cylinder in the stand and turn it upside down based on the pivoting 
principle. Now you can start the decanting process and the small cylinder is 
refilled in a jiffy.

The 
original
The 
original

PERKEO Propane piezo soft soldering iron
A well-balanced soft soldering device with push button ignition and neatly 
designed, economical combustion chamber for stormproof soldering. 
One-handed operation and an integrated, rotatable tube connector are 
further unbeatable product benefits with this modern soldering device. 
The screw-in soldering bits are available in various versions.

Push button 

ignition…
Push button 

ignition…

Ask your specialist dealer about other PERKEO quality products.

Original PERKEO propane soft soldering system
We guarantee you’ll save time and money and do a more cost-effective job
when soldering with perfectly coordinated PERKEO parts. Of course you can 
solder without a small cylinder regulator too but for a powerful flame the gas
has to be filtered or cleaned first. This is done in the regulator. But if you want
to go on poking around in the gas nozzle instead of soldering you can 
continue working without a regulator…

Full in a jiffy
Full in a jiffy

new

new

new

But wait, there’s more…

Soldering accessories

Hoses

Propane cylinder 
valves

Propane 
decanting plugs

Quick connectorsSwivel fittings

Pressure regulators

Hard and soft 
soldering systems

A gel for all…
A gel for all…

PERKEO ZINNLUX-LONGLIFE soldering bits
New ZINNLUX-LONGLIFE soldering bits keep their shape consistently thanks
to a special coating. So there’s no longer any need for truing up or hammering.
Even for maintenance, ZINNLUX-LONGLIFE soldering bits provide considera-
ble advantages. No need for a salmiak stone as all you have to do is wipe with
a damp cloth.

No more truing up… 

So long, salmiak stone…No more truing up… 

So long, salmiak stone…
new


